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CREDIT© for Research, IRBANA© for the IRB!
Institutions Install
Dual Systems for
Complete Research
and IRB Solutions

CREDIT November Collaborators
Fox Valley Hematology & Oncology, Appleton, WI

The CREDIT© System for Clinical Trials
Management has been around since
1995. Many institutions and private
practices across the nation have installed
this solution to streamline the
management of clinical trials, both study
and patients. A recent trend has
emerged where installations of CREDIT©
are now installing IRBANA© to manage
their local IRB Offices.
”Institutional Review Board Activity
Negotiation Accountability” (IRBANA©) is
to the IRB Team what CREDIT© is to the
Research Team. Specifically, the
Research Team uses one of the
CREDIT© modules to log submissions to
the IRB. Those submissions are flagged
for review, and after the IRB Office
acknowledges the Approval (or some
other action), that action is updated on
each submission in CREDIT©.

Dale Grimmer

Fox Valley Hematology & Oncology recently installed CREDIT©
to manage their Research Department.. Office lead is Dale Grimmer
who was instrumental in acquiring CREDIT© for this very busy
Institution. Multiple Institutional Review Boards require CREDIT©
to be configured for separate IRB Submissions. These independent
Event Logs demonstrate the flexibility of this powerful solution.

Between the CREDIT© event logging and
physical or electronic submission, there is
a communication port that allows
submission log entries to be exported
and sent to the IRB Office. There, the
IRB Team, using IRBANA© imports the
events. The result is an immediate ability
to generate a Meeting Agenda utilizing all
of the imported data from CREDIT©. The
Agenda is normally 95% complete
without ever typing a single word.
Finally, IRBANA© exports the entire
Agenda to Word for final document
touch-up.
CREDIT© and IRBANA© are an
unparalleled set of solutions for the
busiest of Research Departments and
Institutional Review Board Offices.
CREDIT© is to Research as IRBANA© is
to the IRB.

Ben Kelsh

DDOTS, Inc.
Grant Period:
6/5/1998 – 12/31/2001

The development of IDEA©
Web-based software was
supported, in part, by
Grant No. 1U43CA78105-01
National Cancer Institute

Matt Lasowski

From Great Falls, Montana to Newark,
Delaware; Fargo, ND to Miami Beach,
FL, all members of CREDIT© have a say
in the continuing development of this
ongoing project. What began as an
Alpha Project in 1995 has been
influenced by numerous organizations
since inception.

CREDIT© & IRBANA© the Perfect Team

Originally the project was piloted in the
Michigan Cancer Research Consortium,
Ann Arbor MI, and the Carle Cancer
Center Irbana, IL. Within the following 24
months, the Mayo Clinic, NCCTG,
NSABP, and the NCI would pitch in to
evaluate and offer suggestions to
promote the project through Beta Testing
and final release for membership in 2000.
Today, more than 100,000 patient
calendars have been created on over
30,000 protocols. That translates to over
6 million patient calendar events
scheduled nation wide. With nearly 250
hospitals and institutions participating
with CREDIT©, it is little wonder why the
system is the clear leader in
Collaborative Research Solutions. No
other company or product can compare
to the user driven system CREDIT© has
evolved to.

CREDIT© Main Menu

When you ask the difference between a
“Clinical Management System”, and the
“Collaborative Project” CREDIT©
represents, the distinction is clear:
“Membership Support”. Absolutely no
other company provides the level of help
at absolutely no extra cost what-so-ever.
DDOTS can do that because all
institutions and users of the system are
working together every day to make
CREDIT© even better. Join the growing
CREDIT© Licensed Sites by starting
here: http://www.ddots.com
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IRBANA© Main Menu

The similarities of the Main Menu of both CREDIT© and IRBANA©
is emblematic if their inter-communication capabilities. CREDIT©
Since 1995 CREDIT© has been exports IRB Submissions and electronically sends those logged
the Premier Research
events to the IRB Office. There, the file is imported into IRBANA©
Management System.
resulting in a meeting Agenda that is 95% complete! The Agenda
Licensed at sites across the
is then exported to Word© for Windows for final touch-up.
country, CREDIT© is the leader in
Collaborative Clinical Research
CREDIT© & IRBANA©, the perfect team for your team!
Administration.

